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Abstract 

Klein-4 or Klein-V group is a group with four elements including identity. 

The binary operation on Klein-4 group will produce identitiy if operated to 

it self and produce another non-identity element if operated to another non- 

identity element. The focus of this paper is to explain the principle of Klein-

4 group on Domino card and also find all complete possible elements. 

Domino card is a set of 28 cards which the surface of each card divided in 

two identic boxes contain combination of dots as pattern. The final part of 

this research is to find out all possible combination of cards which can be 

used as elements of a Klein-4 groups. 

Keywords: klein, domino 

 

 

1 Introduction 

Group is a set of nonempty elements with a well define binary operation which 

satisfy conditions for binary operation are associative, has identity and inverse element, 
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and close under binary operation [1]. We notice a group   with binary operation   as 

       

Definition 1.1.  

Let       be a group. Then   is an abelian group if elements of   are commutative 

under  . The name of abelian group is actually was given for honors a Norwegian 

mathematics Niels Hendrik Abel [2] . Further for our convenience, let us denote      be 

     repetitions of   under the operation of binary operation  . For example      

           and                

Let   and   are two numbers such that       and      . We construct an 

abreviation with equivalent meaning as         to help us in simplification 

writing. 

 

Definition 1.2.  

Let       be a group, and        , with   is the identity. We say   is generator of   if 

there exists a positive integer   such that       . In this case it is not surprise to make 

an understending that   generate  . Furthermore, we say a positive integer   be the 

order of   if       . 

 

Definition 1.3.  

 Let       be a group. Then we say   is a cyclic group if there exists an element     

and   generate all elements of        

 

Basically there are a lot of group we can construct. But there is one simple and 

interesting group named Klein-4 group which also oftenly signed as    stand for 

”Vier”, means ”four” in German and ”Klein” means ”small” [4]. A Klein-4 group or 

Klein-V group is a group with four elements including identity. Klein-4 with a binary 

operation   and   as identity, will produce   if an element operated to it self and 

produce it self if operated with  . If two different non-identity elements are operated by 

 , will produce the another non-identity element. For example, let                   
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as a Klein-4 group. Then, the result of the operation over   represented on Table 1 

below : 

Table 1. Klein-4 group 

          

          

        b 

          

          

 

Certainly, the simplicity concept of Klein-4 group makes it become interesting to 

observe. Collecting four object with a binary operation to represent Klein-4 group 

would not be easy to define. However, group theorists tried to find Klein-4 group 

applications in daily life. In order to reach that purpose, of course they need to find the 

generator elements to generate it. For example, Samuel and Mshelia [5] found one of 

the its application on a game called ”Tsorry Checkerboard” which consists of     

boxes with some rule and moving code. On another side Rietman, Robert and Jack [6] 

explain about Klein-4 group in genetic coding. Especially for its identity concept, 

Danckwerts and Neubert [7] mention it on their paper regarding the symmetries of 

genetic code-doublets. 

Theorem 1.1.  

Let       be a Klein-4 group with e as identity. Then the cyclic subgroup of       is 

only contain identity e and another element such that maximum order of cyclic 

subgroup of       is 2. 

Proof. Let p   G. If    , then     is a trivial cyclic subgroup of    If      then 

     . Hence, for any       we have               . Let   be an odd 

number. Then we always have   such that       . This fact allowed us to have 

    , since   =                  . Therefore,   is the generator of     

and        Then we have prove our assertion. 
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Domino cards is a set of 28 cards with every card’s surface devided in to two boxes 

and contain the combination of 0 up to 6 dots. We can represent the combination of dots 

on the card’s surfaces as paired of positive integer number as : 

(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3), (0, 4), (0, 5), (0, 6), 

(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (1, 6), 

(2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (2, 6), 

(3, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (3, 6), 

(4, 4), (4, 5), (4, 6), 

(5, 5), (5, 6), 

(6, 6). 

 

We also need to remind that for domino card,             where          . 

Hence there are no two or more than two cards in a set of domino cards consists the 

same number of dots on their surfces. We can look for this example in Figure 1 below : 

 

                                                         

                                               (3, 5)         (5, 3) 

Figure 1. Domino card 

 

Further, in the next section we will discuss about the principle of Klein-4 groups which 

applied to domino cards as our main discuss section. 

2 Klein-4 Group Principle On Domino Card 

Suppose we have a Klein-4 group       with elements are four different domino 

cards. Let us define the binary operation   : deleting the same pattern on card. This 

binary operation will implies   only be able to operate between two cards which have at 

least one side the same pattern. For example 

(6, 1) • (0, 6) = (0, 1) 

(3, 0) • (0, 2) = (2, 3) 

(6, 6) • (6, 6) = (0, 0) 
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Following Klein-4 group definition, we need to have four different cards as elements 

including the identity. 

Theorem 2.1.  

Let       be a Klein-4 group with   define as “deleting the same pattern on card”. Then 

      is the identity. 

Proof. Let       be an arbitrary card element of       such that        . Since we 

need to have a card which operated by   to it self produces identity, then             

will implies   deleting   and   deleting  , hence we have                  . Then 

we obtain our assertion. 

Remark 2.2.  

Remaining three elements of Klein-4 group are defined as the combination of  

                 , where          . 

 

As we stated       to be our identity, here we attach all combinations of possible 

elements of Klein-4 group on Domino card with binary operation  . We can see all the 

combination in Table 2 below : 

 
Table 2. Combinations of all possible elements 

e a b c 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(0,0) 

 

(0,1) 

(1, 2) (0, 2) 

(1, 3) (0, 3) 

(1, 4) (0, 4) 

(1, 5) (0, 5) 

(1, 6) (0, 6) 

 
(0,2) 

(2, 3) (0, 3) 

(2, 4) (0, 4) 

(2, 5) (0, 5) 

(2, 6) (0, 6) 

 

(0,3) 
(3, 4) (0, 4) 

(3, 5) (0, 5) 

(3, 6) (0, 6) 

(0,4) 
(4, 5) (0, 5) 

(4, 6) (0, 6) 

(0,5) (5, 6) (0, 6) 
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Theorem 2.3.  

Let       be a non-identity element of      . Maximum order of       is 2. 

Proof. Since       is a non-identity of      , then value of both of   and   are between 

0 and 6 where     and     will not exists on the same card. This condition leads us 

to              and                     . Then we obtain our assertion. 

 

3 Conclusion 

Klein 4 group is a simple group consists of four elements including one of them as 

identity. Many researchers found its application in real life over many field outside of 

mathematics. This paper presented one more its application by using domino cards as 

elements by choosing one well define binary operation and many important supporting 

theorem. Finally the porpose of this paper has been achieved. 
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